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To continue enjoying our site, we ask you to verify your identity as a human being. Thank you very much for your cooperation. This quiz will test the player's knowledge about Jonathan Swift's satirical essay modest suggestions. Best of luck! The average score for this quiz is 5/10. Difficulty: Tough. I
played 597 times. As of October 27 20. Take assignments and activities reading quizzes related to current events and pop culture article discussions and essay question assignments and reading opportunities in Literature and History Quiz Question1. What country is the topic of the proposal?2. What
century was the proposal written?3. The author says what mothers do rather than work for an honest living.4 What do your children do when they grow up?5. What is the author's stated goal?6. How much does it cost to provide for a child in the first year?7. According to the author, why does a mother kill
their own bastard children?8. How many people live in Ireland?9. How many children are estimated to be born to poor parents each year?10 How old does the author believe that a child should steal and make a living?11. How old should you be before your child becomes a sellable product?12. How
much can i sell a child at this age?13. Who convinces the author that a 12-month-old baby is delicious?14. Of the 120,000 children born to poor parents each year, how many children should the author suggest?15. The percentage of children not sold should be male?16. What age should children be sold
when?17. Who will be the buyer of these children?18. What should my mother do in the months before selling?19. What condiments do the author suggest for the before and after quarters of the baby?20. In any season of the year, children will taste the best?21. How many people can a child serve?22.
What does the author suggest that the remnantshould serve as a person?23. The authors estimate how many pounds a child weighs at the age of one year?24. Why is this food very suitable for landlords?25. The authors suggest which animals will be baked in a similar way to children?26. What month
will the infant body be the most abundant?27. How many dishes will serve a good fat child?28. What does the author suggest when thrift peels off the body?29. When the children reach the age of twelve, the author suggests that if they leave some meat, they can take their place.30 Why do so many Irish
gentlemen want the aforementioned meat?31. On some islands, executioners sell prisoners' bodies for food?32 Why do young workers die quickly, even when they can find a job?33 Who claims to be ireland's main breeder?34. Why would a child come in handy for tenants who can't pay rent?35. Does
the author estimate how much it will cost to care for a child at an age? How much profit will parents earn by selling their three children?37. Where do the authors think this food will be served?38. Why does the author believe that his plan will make marriage more common?39 Does the author say that any
objection slate to this proposal?40. How will the author respond to this opposition?41. What will married women compete for?42. What does the author suggest skeptics ask Irish farmers?43. Why does the author claim that his plan would please Britain?44. Why do authors claim to be biased against the
nature of their proposals? Answer 1. Ireland 2. 18th century3. Beg4. Become a thief or leave the country5. How to make children useful to society in a fair, affordable and easy way6. Two shillings7. To avoid the cost of raising them8. 1.5 million 9. 120,00010. 6 years old 11. Twelve12. 3 pounds to half
crown13. American 14. 100,00015. 25 percent16. 17. Good quality and good luck18. Plump baby19. Salt and pepper20. Winter 21. 222. Back House 23. Twenty-eight 24. They swallowed all the property of the children's parents.25 Pig 26. March 27. Four28. Gloves and boots29. Venison 30. They killed all
the deer.31 Formosa32. They are not strong enough.33. Papist 34. The child can be sold.35. 10 shillings 36 this year. 8 Shilling37. Good shrine at the tavern38. Marriage will be more profitable.39 The Irish will be less.40. Reducing the Irish population is the main design of the proposal.41 Have a fat child
on the market42. Whether they would rather have their own annoying kids or have money in their pockets.43. England were happy to eat Ireland.44 His children are too old, and his wife is over the age of childbirth. Further research is one of the most savage and powerful works in English, with jonathan
Swift's modest suggestion of a full book quiz. In the summer of 1729, a three-year drought and crop failure forced more than 30,000 Irish citizens to give up their homes in search of jobs, food and shelter. After carefulreading the essay, take this simple quiz and compare the response to the answer at the
end. The end.
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